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Introduction

Graphical passwords have been suggested due to the simple fact that humans
can remember images better than text [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Paivio’s “dualcoding theory” [7] is the most widely accepted and it suggests that images
are assigned perceived meaning whereas text is represented symbolically
[8]. This allows for passwords that are easier to recall, stronger and less
vulnerable to attacks than text based passwords [9].
Graphical passwords are commonly assorted in three groups depending on how they are memorized and inserted: recognition, recall and cuedrecall [10]. Thus, the three graphical password techniques that we will discuss, compare and contrast in this report are PassFacesTM [11] which is a
recognition-based system, GrIDsureTM [12]; a recall-based system and PassPoints [13]; a cued-recall system.
PassFacesTM [11] is the most comprehensively studied recognition-based
system [14]. The user pre-selects a group of human faces, then during login
these faces will be presented and the user must select the ones picked up
before among other random faces. It uses a system-assigned portfolio of
faces that users will have to memorize during the training process.
GrIDsureTM [12] uses a 5 × 5 grid of digits where users are required to
select and memorize a pattern that should consist of an ordered subset of
these 25 grid squares.
PassPoints consists of a “arbitrarily chosen sequence of points” [13] in
an image that the user has to memorize.
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Current Trends or Research

In terms of current trends there seems to be a tendency to comprehensively study graphical passwords before disregarding text-based passwords.
Nonetheless, research is very limited in the area, there are not many papers published and the existing ones were conducted with a small number of
participants. Furthermore, graphical passwords do not inherently solve the
problems of text-based passwords, and more research is needed in order to
fully understand if they will be the norm in the future. However, it is foreseeable that there will be more consistent research in this area and possibly
most of the common problems encountered during the writing of this report
will be solved.
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Memory Recall

Adams et al. [15] proved that short and easy to recall text-based passwords
are preferred by users. However, graphical passwords can not be analysed
in the same way as text-based passwords, and after Tulving et al. [16] concluded that recognition is a less difficult memory task than recall it was clear
that recognition-based systems were easier for humans than recall-based system. There are nonetheless other concerns when evaluating memory recall,
above all memory interference which is defined in cognitive psychology as
“the impaired ability to remember an item when it is similar to other items
stored in memory [17]; and password reuse which reduces the effort to create and remember a password, but it has great security risks due to the
fact that once the attacker gains acess to the password they might also gain
access to considerably valuable accounts, as described in more detail in section 5. Furthermore, Weinshall [18] stated that“time-consuming training”
is required to help users memorize randomly selected passwords.

3.1

PassFacesTM Memory Recall

PassFacesTM [11] which is a recognition-based system has very satisfactory
rates of success, as proved by Valentine [19] who conducted a study with 77
users and concluded that they had a “login success rates between 72% and
100% by the third attempt” for periods of time that were up to 5 months.
Moreover, PassFacesTM is capable of increasing security by adding extra
rounds of faces but at cost of extra memory effort by the user [14]. Also,
Everitt et al. [20] studied PassfacesTM with randomly selected passwords
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and found that if users logged in multiple accounts using four different graphical passwords were ten times more likely to fail authentication than users
whom logged in using a single graphical password.
Thus, it is still unproven how many extra rounds of faces is appropriate,
so we have passwords that are very secure and not very difficult to memorize.

3.2

GrIDsureTM Memory Recall

GrIDsureTM [12] is a recall-based system which according to Brostoff et
al. [21] has had good results in terms of usability. The main proof is
the expressive log in success rate of 87% on first attempt with passwords
of length four. However users choose predictable patterns so it is easier
for them to memorize the password [22, 23, 21]. Furthermore, symmetric
[23] and natural1 [21] patterns were observed which reduce significantly the
actual pattern space.
Craik and McDowd [24] concluded that recall tasks have worse performance than recognition tasks; thus users frequently use the interface as a
cue, creating a cued-recall system out of a recall system.

3.3

PassPoints Memory Recall

Wiedenbeck et al. [13] stated that learning PassPoints was “much harder”
than text-based passwords, mostly due to the fact that graphical passwords
were a new concept to participants. Furthermore, they found that the most
common difficulty was that participants frequently clicked outside the tolerance area, however for security reasons they argued that it would not be
feasible to enlarge it. Nonetheless, after the initial learning phase 40% of
the participants were able to enter their password ten times without errors,
and 70% within three attempts.
In contrast, the least successful 20% had to make 17 to 20 invalid attempts in order to successfully log in. Thus, more research is required in
order to make assertive conclusions.

3.4

Overall Memory Recall

PassFacesTM [11] due to its recognition-based interface is an easier graphical
password system to recall than grIDsureTM [12] and PassPoints [13]. Valentine [19] achieved success rates between 72% and 100% by the third attempt
1

Such as left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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compared with GrIDsure (87% on first attempt2 ) and PassPoints (70%).
Also, it is clear that log in frequency and how passwords are chosen has a
great impact on password memorability. Nonetheless, literature is not very
conclusive regarding the retention of graphical passwords, specially when
users have multiple passwords, where evidence [25] suggests that considerable recollection problems can be caused by interference. Wiedenbeck et al.
[13] posit that if different images are used for each password it should produce less interference, however they are concerned that this approach would
make it harder for users to remember which image belongs to which system.
Further studies are needed in order to better understand this challenge. On
a last note, all the techniques described lack memory aids for valid users,
that would help them reduce their memory recalling effort.
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Strength

In principle, a strong password offers a greater degree of security than a
week password but it will usually be more complex and harder to memorize
[26]. Thus, the ideal password should be easy to remember as well as very
hard to crack [13], and that is precisely the problem researchers are trying
to solve using graphical passwords.

4.1

PassFacesTM Strength

PassFacesTM is a system that can be very strong at the expense of users’
effort in memorizing it. Nevertheless, it is still not clear how secure the
system is, mostly because people tend to choose faces that are similar to
themselves in a rather predictable manner.

4.2

GrIDsureTM Strength

GrIDsure offers more security than traditional PINs. For example, Microsoft
applied GrIDsure as part of two-factor authentication for IAG and UAG
[27]. The lack of studies in the area make it hard to determine how strong
GrIDsure is, especially due to the lack of techniques to compare it with.
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Passwords of length four are equivalent to a four-digit PIN, however, recall and cuedrecall systems are more equivalent to text passwords of 8-characters-or-more.
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4.3

PassPoints Strength

PassPoints is a fairly strong system, considering the fact that with just six
click points – including .25 cm of tolerance area – it is possible to generate
a greater number of passwords than 8-character Unix-style alphanumeric
passwords [13]. Furthermore, PassPoints is based on images that include
hundreds of possible click points which makes it possible to create large
password spaces, it has a “robust discretization” which allows for “cryptographically hash PassPoints” making it secure for storage, and surprinsingly
users did not seem attracted to the same click points even when there are
salient areas in the image [13]. Thus, it creates the impression of being a
reasonably robust system, however the study conducted by Wiedenbeck et
al. [13] had a small sample of participants and further research is needed.

4.4

Overall Strength

As we have seen, all the techniques analysed are acceptably strong and perhaps possible of being implemented in real life. However it is still unproven if
the choices of a user would reduce the password strength. Moreover, graphical passwords seem to be easier to predict and that causes a great security
risk.
Studies in the area are very limited, and the strength of these passwords
depends in a big part on how easy we want them to be for memorization.
Factors such as being easy to memorize and difficulty to crack need to be
further researched in order to achieve an accurate conclusion.
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Vulnerabilities or Attack Vectors

Passwords have a simple task, to “ensure admission or acceptance” [28],
however they are not very practical for humans, and their strength – discussed in section 4 – is questionable in multiple instances. Moreover, there
exists a considerable lack of research on how hard it would be to crack
graphical passwords, and as a result of their insufficient use in practice it is
difficult to posit vulnerabilities or attack vectors [29]. Nonetheless, we have
researched within the available literature and found that passwords suffer
fundamentally from two types of attacks; guessing and capture attacks.

5.1

PassFacesTM Vulnerabilities or Attack Vectors

PassFacesTM is a commercial system that is highly secure according to their
website [11], where they emphasize the fact that the system uses two factor,
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two way, and cognometric authentication. Despite the fact that their opinion
might be biased, Tari et al. [30] concluded that – if not using a mouse –
PassFacesTM is considerably more secure than text passwords or PINs to
shoulder-surfing [30]. Furthermore, Dunphy et al. [31] studied if it would
be possible to log in based on the description of the faces and in fact that
was case in 8% of attempts. Moreover, Dunphy et al. [31] studied the case
where the random faces were similar to the one described and he found that
in fact “participants were less likely” [32] to guess if that was the case. Also,
Dunphy et al. [31] introduced and tested eye-gaze as input which turned
out to improve participants’ capacity to enter their passwords.

5.2

GrIDsureTM Vulnerabilities or Attack Vectors

GrIDsureTM [12] is propitious to shoulder-surfing attacks because recurrently the complete grid can be seen on the screen while it is being inserted.
Brostoff, Inglesant, and Sasse argued that the GrIDsure scheme “might be
expected to enhance security over textual passwords and PINs” [21] by encouraging the user to have a more secure behaviour, by reducing the risk
of interception and by reducing the possibility of a guessing or brute-force
attack. This position is defended by Weber [33] in the paper “The Statistical Security of GrIDsure” were he affirms that the GrIDsure sheme
is “much more secure than traditional PINs”, above all against shouldersurfing. Brostoff et al. [21] also discovered that users chose predictable
patterns – if not instructed otherwise – and that is in fact a serious vulnerability that might be exploited by attackers.
In contrast, Bond [22] argued that “GrIDsure is no more secure than a
PIN”, mainly against phishing or man-in-the-middle. Furthermore, GrIDsure “does apparently provide protection against keyboard logging viruses,
worms and trojans” [22].
GrIDsure’s authentication system stands is obscure considering that
studies thus far have been inconclusive because they are flawed or were
taken out of context [22]. Bond concludes that his initial study indicates
“further weaknesses” and that the development of proper attack methodologies will only be economically feasible if the system gains a large market
share.

5.3

PassPoints Vulnerabilities or Attack Vectors

PassPoints stores the passwords in hashed form which prevents capture attacks; has large password space, specially when compared with passwords
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that are alphanumeric and recognition-based graphical passwords [13]. Furthermore, Davis et al. [34] argues that there exists low entropy if human
faces are used; commonly due to the fact that users choose faces that are
similar to themselves.
In contrast, users might be seduced by objects that have a peculiar color,
size or placement [13].

5.4

Overall Vulnerabilities or Attack Vectors

Davis et al. [34] argued that giving the user the possibility to choose their
own passwords will lead to “predictable patterns that may exploited by
attackers” [14], these predictability problems affect PassfacesTM and PassPoints. Furthermore, the freedom to set a password will – as studied by
Florencio [35] – lead users to reuse the same password for multiple accounts.
Moreover, Adams et al. [15] argued that users develop “unsafe practices” in
order to overcome the difficulty of remembering passwords.
Brute force search is harder against graphical passwords because programs would have to generate mouse motion to reproduce human input,
which is exceptionally challenging [29]. Dictionary attacks are impractical but not impossible, however further research is required in this area.
Guessing is where graphical passwords are more fragile because of their predictability, Davist et al. [34] concluded that on the Passface technique users
frequently pick weak and predictable graphical passwords. Spyware, in spite
of minor exceptions [36, 37], is impractical, and techniques such as key listening or key logging would not be possible to crack graphical passwords.
Shoulder surfing along with guessing is where graphical passwords are more
vulnerable, none of the techniques analysed in this report are designed to
resist shoulder-surfing. Finally in terms of social engineering, graphical passwords are fairly strong and it would not be feasible to give the password over
the phone, moreover, creating a phishing web site would also be a daunting
task for attackers.
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Conclusion

In terms of memory recall the main issue users faced was the difculty in
learning their passwords [13], this obstacle can conceivably be overcome
when the users are more familiar with the concept of graphical passwords.
Moreover, the retention of the graphical password in a six week period was
identical to alphanumeric users [13]. Furthermore, it is very important to
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research the retention of graphical passwords in the case where users have
several accounts.
In terms of strength, graphical passwords seem to be reasonably strong
compared to text-based passwords; especially if we consider how users pick
their text-based passwords in real life. It is difficult however to compare and
contrast the techniques reviewed in this report due to the lack of research.
In terms of security, and for an apples-to-apples comparison, one needs
to be able to exhaustively measure the characteristics of each system. It
is not possible to compare different authentication methods as if they were
the same. Graphical passwords seem to be less vulnerable to brute force,
dictionary, spyware and social engineering attacks, but in contrast, more
vulnerable to guessing and shoulder-surfing attacks. Further research is
needed into how users would use graphical passwords in real life. It is
not sufficient or acceptable to conduct a few number of studies and make
assumptions about how the users would behave without supervision.
Overall, graphical passwords although in need of more research seem to
be a possible alternative to text-based passwords in the near future. Especially due to their increased security and ease of memorization.
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